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9-12

As technologies that
provide privacy in
communication improve,
so do those for invading
privacy.

Communication errors can
be reduced by boosting
and focusing signals,
shielding the signal
from internal and
external noise, and
repeating information,
but all of these
increase costs.

Digital coding of
information (using only
1's and 0's) makes
possible more reliable
transmission, storing,
and processing of
information.

The quality of
communication is
determined by the
strength of the signal
in relation to the noise
that tends to obscure
it.

Almost any information
can be transformed into
electrical signals. A
weak electrical signal
can be used to shape a
stronger one, which can
control other signals of
light, sound, mechanical
devices, or radio waves.

6-8
Information can be
carried by many media,
including sound, light,
and objects. In the
1900s, the ability to
code information as
electric currents in
wires, electromagnetic
waves in space, and
light in glass fibers
has made communication

Errors can occur in
coding, transmitting, or
decoding information,
and some means of
checking for accuracy is
needed. Repeating the
message is a frequently
used method.

3-5
Communication
technologies make it
possible to send and
receive information more
and more reliably,
quickly, and cheaply
over long distances.

Communication involves
coding and decoding
information. In any
language, both the
sender and receiver have
to know the same code,
which means that secret
codes can be used to
keep communication
private.

People have invented
devices such as paper
and ink, engraved
plastic disks, and
magnetic tapes for
recording information.
These devices enable
great amounts of
information to be
stored, retrieved, and
sent to other people or

K-2
Information can be sent
and received in many
different ways. Some
allow answering back and
some do not. Each way
has advantages and
disadvantages.

Devices can be used to
send and receive
messages quickly and
clearly.

Early forms of recording
messages used markings
on materials such as
wood or stone.

People have always tried
to communicate with one
another. Signed and
spoken language was one
of the first inventions.

